PO Box 625

Mandan, ND 58554

Michael Kaip Dream Builder Scholarship
The Board of Directors for Dreams in Motion recognizes additional opportunities for skill advancement
and participation provided by various organizations throughout the country. Examples of these include, but are not
limited to: sport camps, races, skiing events, and Paralympic trials. In situations where finances limit an individual
and/or their families from participating in such an event, Dreams in Motion will attempt to support participants
through the Michael Kaip Dream Builder Scholarship. The Board of Directors for Dreams in Motion strongly
believes that these outside experiences are essential opportunities for further learning and professional growth.
Moreover, individual participation in such events will serve as an opportunity for Dreams in Motion to grow as
participants will be required to share at least one of his or her learning experiences with Dreams’ local participants
upon returning from the event. If you or your family are interested in applying for the Michael Kaip Dream Builder
Scholarship, please answer the following questions thoughtfully and honestly. For applicants under the age of 18,
Dreams in Motion requires that both the applicant and a parent/caregiver answer the questions below. In this
case, feel free to fill out two forms and submit them together. Mail the application to: Dreams in Motion, PO Box
625, Mandan, ND 58554. Applications can also be submitted electronically at dreamsinmotioninc@yahoo.com.
I am completing this form as a(n) (circle one) Athlete or Parent/Guardian.
First Name ________________________________________Last Name _________________________________
First and Last Name of Athlete (if different from above). ______________________________________________
Street Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City _______________________________________________State __________ Zip ________________________
Phone Number ________________________________________Age of Athlete _______ Grade in School _______

1.

What activity/event are you registering for and what do you hope to learn from participating in this
event?
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2.

What is the registration cost for the event?

3.

What is the estimated cost of travel?

4.

What is the cost of lodging?

5.

How much of the total cost are you requesting from Dreams in Motion? (*Please note that Dreams in
Motion’s funding support is limited. It is highly unlikely that Dreams in Motion will be able to fully fund
the entire cost of participation.)

□

By checking this box, I certify that financial limitations exist and create concerns when applying for the
event described above. I would greatly appreciate and respectfully utilize financial support provided by
Dreams in Motion.
I understand that after the event, an expenditure report with receipts is expected.

□

Signature:___________________________________________ Date:____________________________
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